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“Education made us what we are.”
Claude Adrien Helvétius (1715 - 1771)

The ‘King of the Jews’ went on mountains, temples, and seaside to teach what is today’s Christian belief.

The prophet from the great sands of the East went places to spread the Islamic faith. Well, in this way, these great religions succeed, more so that sects and cults use the same strategy.

What is taught is what is absorbed by the mind – not only science, math, languages and creativity but their application in the industry, economics, communication, culture and the arts. An ancient bard or poet may have sung songs and riddles.

They do not know everything, understand everything and comprehend everything. Their ability to bring a child to the progress the curriculum stands, meet the various effects of knowing and facts in life, moral and practicality, as well as deliver the learners to the point where the society demands them in the future.

These three things – dedication to their profession, love just like what a parent does, and loyalty from a true lover – when combined made a teacher great.

In terms of dedication, see how a teacher manage the class with joy despite of low salary. How the teacher take care of the learners wholeheartedly.
Lastly, how their love turns in to a loyalty that endures the perils of teaching.
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